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Introduction
this is not an exhibition
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A European project
Human Cities_Challenging the City Scale
Cities are growing fast while the world is changing in an extraordinary way, and we have to
face this new standard.

Human Cities_Challenging the City Scale is a
European project, exploring the way in which
the inhabitants reinvent the constant evolution
of contemporary city through experiments in
the urban space, co-founded by Creative Europe
Programme of The European Union, 2014-2018.
Cities are growing fast while the world is
changing in an extraordinary way, and we have to
face this new standard. The model of traditional
city, with a centre and a surrounding area, is
now disappearing and has been replaced by a
world of networks, connections and multipolar
environments. How can we create a vibrant city
adapted to these new ways of life? We believe
that the keys to success for towns and cities
are in their human values, shared creativity and
design experimentation.
Human Cities concept was created in 2006 by
the Belgian association Pro Materia. Human
Cities_Challenging the City Scale is now led by
Cité du design Saint-Etienne, with 12 partners
from 11 European “human cities” acting as a
multidisciplinary network.

To answer these challenges, the partners of the
program will produce:
- A state of the art composed of 85 case studies
- Experimentations in 10 cities
- Prototypes tested by the public and inhabitants
- 9 exhibitions in the main European design
events
- 2 publications
- 10 workshops
- 9 co-creations sessions
- 5 master classes
- 3 international conferences
- A digital catalogue
The Human Cities website, the creation
of HumanCitizens community and links
with international networks of researchers,
professionals and creative cities will give a
global audience to the project.
Let’s join the HumanCitizens!

PARTNERS
Cité du design, Saint-Etienne [FR]

Pro Materia, Brussels [BE]

Design Department - Politecnico di Milano, Milan [IT]

Aalto University, Helsinki [FI]

Urban Planning Institute of the Republic of Slovenia,
Ljubljana [SI]

FH Joanneum, Graz [AT]

Clear Village, London [UK]
Zamek Cieszyn, Cieszyn [PL]

Association of Estonian designers, Tallinn [EST]
BEAZ/Bilbao-Bizkaia Design&Creativity Council, Bilbao [ES]
CultureLab, Brussels [BE]

Association Design Week Belgrade, Belgrade [RS]
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2014
1. Re-inventing the urban territories:
mapping the European state of the
art

4. Dissemination and public
outreach: interact with our digital
catalogue!

A collection of projects, programs
and actions in the urban space at a
European level

Methodological and scientific
publication of in-the-field research
actions: sustainability and creativity
in urban design are linked to
more dense digital and media
environments surrounding

Apr 2015 / Apr 2017

5. Meeting the audience: going
public!
The first exhibition of the research:
a work in progress integrating the
outcomes of the experimentation
labs & the users experiences at the
Milan Design Week 2016

2. Experimentation labs: cities
as creative laboratories

Set-up of interdisciplinary field
team (manager, designers,
researchers, students) together
with local entities, questioning
new temporary typologies of public
space where creative people can
challenging the city scale

3. Evaluating the human-citizens
experience in everyday life
Test and experience the results of the
experimentations

6. Masterclasses: be connected
to educational and participative
programmes

2018

Education and training sessions:
practical lessons to challenge
the urban dimension developing
specific scenarios to enhance the
quality of life in today cities
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Index
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02_Masterclass

p.60
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State of the art
this is not a collection
Aalto University
Helsinki

Clear Village
London

BIDC
Bilbao

Association of Estonian Designers Tallinn
Tallinn

Pro Materia
Brussels

FH Joanneum
Graz

UIRS
Ljubljana

Zamek Cieszyn
Cieszyn

Association Design Week Belgrade
Belgrade

Cité du Design Saint-Etienne
St. Etienne

Politecnico di Milano
Milan
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Aalto University

_Helsinki (Finland)
Group X is a research group at the Department
of Architecture of the School of Arts, Design and
Architecture, Aalto University. Professors, researchers, lecturers and course tutors who are focused in user-centered design and spatial development from the point of view of active users and
sustainability. Subjects are approached from an
architect’s point of view, bringing architect’s way
of working to new fields of culture. Group X has
explored various examples of these initiatives
and a selection of case studies is here presented.
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Left
/the atmosphere of the old powerplant milieu is
transformed during the light summer nights with colorful
lighting of the industrial structures and an abundance of
different kinds of lamps
| Image courtesy of Jussi Särkilahti
Bottom left
/a key element of Flow Festival is its industrial setting
in the old Suvilahti powerplant area. The buildings and
structures are integrated seamlessly into the festival design
| Image courtesy of Samuli Pentti
Bottom right
/the Bright Balloon 360° Stage provides a unique, intimate
live experience for artists and festivalgoers at FlowFestival
| Image courtesy of Jussi Hellsten

Flow festival
_Helsinki (Finland), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
A music and arts festival in Helsinki, Finland, that
took place in the historic former power plant
area Suvilahti in Helsinki, for the
realisation of urban potential. Flow Festival has
become synonymous of bringing music from old
school legends to topical newcomers of today.
WHO
The festival was founded by the jazz group
Nuspirit Helsinki and Tuomas Kallio, in

cooperation with Helsinki Festival and local
supporters.
AIMS
The project wants to create an unique experience through design and arts by offering
something new to music and urban event field
in Finland, where the idea of festival has been
invented once again by a new use of the land.
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Kallio Movement
_Helsinki (Finland), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
This movement gives young inhabitants of Kallio
the opportunity to identify with and shape the area,
and it is an alternative to more traditional district
associations. Through this project, it is possible to
create a new identity for the area.
WHO
Kallio Movement is a politically and religiously
uncommitted community for those who live, work
or spend time in Kallio and its outskirts.

AIMS
Kallio movement acts mostly on a local scale, from
street to district, organising common activities and
events in the area to create a spirit of togetherness
and local identity. The aim of the group is to continue welcoming all kinds of people to live in Kallio
and keep the neighbourhood vibrant and versatile,
despite gentrification.

Left
/the Kallio movement wants to promote tolerance toward
different lives and lifestyles in the city, and enliven and
disrupt the Kallio area with street art, music and dance.
Block parties have been their most popular initiatives so far
| Image courtesy of Jaakko Blomberg
Bottom
/the Kallio movement wants to promote tolerance toward
different lives and lifestyles in the city, and enliven and
disrupt the Kallio area with street art, music and dance.
Block parties have been their most popular initiatives so far
| Image courtesy of Jaakko Blomberg
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Left
/ Ville Hulkkonen setting up the Truffan Tyrnibaari, a bar
that sells foods using the Finnish superfood, sea buckthorn
| Image courtesy of Heidi Uutela
Bottom
/the Forager Baker’s communal pizza restaurant sold pizzas
that used wild herbs as ingredient
| Image courtesy of Timo Santala

Restaurant day
_Helsinki (Finland), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
A worldwide food carnival, where anyone can
set up a restaurant, cafe or a bar for a day. Many
stairs and places. It can happen everywhere: at
home, at the office, at a street corner, in the park,
or on the beach, the only limit is the imagination
of everyone.
WHO
The real heroes of Restaurant Day are the
thousands of fun loving people that organize

and visit amazing one-day restaurants. The event
is facilitated by an association created by the
Restaurant Day team.
AIM
One of the biggest benefits of the project is the
enhancing of a “yes we can” feeling, which is vital
for urban culture. Restaurant Day opens eyes,
doors and mouths. The main aim is to spread
the idea of Restaurant Day around the world and
support other people to do the same.
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Clear Village

_London (United Kingdom)
Clear Village is a London-based charity that
helps communities build a better future
through creative regeneration.
They work together with partners like
social landlords, local councils and community
groups to bring durable change to
communities.They identify community
challenges, build on existing community assets
and involve community members through
participatory design. Since no two communities
are the same, no two Clear Village projects are
the same either. London has a vibrant scene of
bottom-up placemaking initiatives, including
housing, markets, green and cultural spaces.
Clear Village has explored various examples of
these initiatives.
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Left
/Brixton’s market offers a wide range of products from all
around the world
| Credits: Clear Village
Bottom left
/Brixton Village was voted best private market in 2013
| Credits: Clear Village

Bottom right
/one alley in the market is dominated by outdoor seating of
the international cafés and small restaurants
| Credits: Clear Village

Brixton Village
_London (Great Britain), 2008/ongoing
WHAT
Brixton Village is a recently revived market,
giving local community members a space
to explore entrepreneurship. It is an indoor
market from the 1930s located in Brixton in
south London. The site was acquired in 2007 by
London & Associated Properties and slated for
redevelopment.
WHO
The protagonist of the initiative was

Space Makers Agency and in particular the
organisation’s founder, Dougald Hine.
AIMS
The initiative can be described as a ‘flow’ that
overcomes the barrier between the private and
the public and commercial. The Brixton Village
project made the most of the DIY spirit that was
already part of the area and enabled local people
to apply this is in the commercial setting of a
marketplace.
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Haringey Warehouse Community
_London (Great Britain), 2008/ongoing
WHAT
Led by Haringey Arts, the residents of a warehouse
community in North London are organising
themselves to promote their community and their
art work to the wider public.
WHO
Haringey Arts is the key protagonist within the
warehouse community, both as direct commissioner
of art projects and as a platform. The two directors
are Carolina Khouri, visual artist and warehouse

resident since 2009 and James West, warehouse
resident since 2008.
AIMS
The “project” is more like a range of initiatives to
develop a deeper sense of community and solidarity
among warehouse residents. Design, or rather, art,
is used explicitly as a way to upgrade the area and
define a local warehouse identity.

Left
/resident-led organisation Haringey Arts commissions
various art projects that enhance the identity of the area.
This is the Library Wall, which allows residents to borrow
books for free
| Credits: Clear Village
Bottom
/the Haringey Warehouse Community works together to
promote an area of warehouses used as artist workshops
and residences through the work of its residents
| Credits: Clear Village
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Left
/volunteers play a crucial role in maintaining the garden. In
2015 95 long term unemployed local residents completed a
work placement in the garden
| Credits: Clear Village
Bottom
/addressing pressing social problems through education is
a primary goal of the garden. School children participating
in the Grow>Cook>Eat programme learn how to eat more
healthy and prevent obesity on the long term
| Credits: Clear Village

Bedfords Park Walled Garden
_London (Great Britain), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
The garden is a community food growing and
learning space in a newly renovated 18th
century Walled Garden, in the London borough of
Havering.
WHO
A partnership between Clear Village, the
Friends of Bedfords Park, who are a local
community group and support the project
through volunteering and community outreach,

and Havering Council.
AIMS
The Walled Garden project aims to address
a number of challenges in the borough,
such as obesity, ageing and limited training
opportunities: thus, it aims to tackle these
issues by providing beneficiaries with tailored
programmes and activities in an attractive
heritage setting.
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Bilbao-Bizkaia Design &
Creativity Council

_Bilbao (Spain)
The BIDC - Bilbao Bizkaia Design Council is
an initiative supported and managed by BEAZ
(Technical Secretariat) and Bilbao Ekintza. BEAZ
is the public entity of the Biscay Regional Council
that works for the growth of economic activity
and job creation, through the development of
innovative business projects. BEAZ is involved
in definition and development of aid programs,
coming from the Department of Economic Development from the Regional Council, that help
companies in their different professional steps.
Indeed they support people and companies with
innovative projects, whatever is the development stage in which they are. The Human Cities
Milan Exhibition presents here some of the case
studies explored by BAEZ among the various
Spanish initiatives.
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Left
/performance “MONTES BOCINEROS” Agrupación Acuarelista
Bottom left
/storyteller WS in Yellowkorner_Arts Weekend
| ©MITXI

Bottom right
/Juan de Ajuriaguerra Street ambience_Arts Weekend
| ©MITXI

Bilbao Art District
_Bilbao (Spain), 2013/ongoing
WHAT
The creation of an artistic district in the
Ensanche district. Bilbao is now playing a
key role on the international cultural scene,
as its current model is based on an in-depth
rethinking of industry, architecture, cultural and
contemporary society.
WHO
The initiative was proposed by the artistic
agents to the City Council and is sponsored by

the Bilbao City Council, the Provincial Council
of Bizkaia, the Guggenheim, the Fine Arts, the
Maritime and the Rekalde museums, the Ondare
Exhibition Space and all the shops in the district
of Ensanche.
AIMS
The point is to raise awareness and put in
contact people with the art sector, especially
young and youngest audiences, mainly from the
local environment.
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Artistic interventions by the University
of the Basque Country
_Bilbao (Spain), 2014/ongoing

WHAT
Artistic interventions in the streets: 8 projects have
been selected, with the aim to develop different
artistic interventions in the public spaces, provided
by Bilbao Art District, throughout the month of May.
WHO
The promoters are the City Council of Bilbao, the
Deanery of the Faculty of Fine Arts of the Basque
Country University; the project involves young
citizens and students of Fine Arts.

AIMS
Bring art to the streets, make it visible and bring it
closer to a wide range of public. Give local artists
the chance to develop their quality work as well
as provide practical experiences to the students of
Fine Arts, in order to improve their training and get
closer to the work market.

Left
/contenido contenido artwork_artist Juan Carlos Arango
| ©Mitxi
Bottom
/”Europe”, Bilbao, 2015, by Amaia Vicente García
www.amaiavicente.com
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Left
/Bilbao mar-apr 2014 MaTIko_WS associations, traders,
restaurants & neighbors 7
| ©Mitxi
Bottom left
/Bilbao mar-apr 2014 MaTIko_WS associations, traders,
restaurants & neighbors 2
| ©Mitxi
Bottom right
/Bilbao mar-apr 2014 MaTIko_WS associations, traders,
restaurants & neighbors 11
| ©Mitxi

maTiKo
_Bilbao (Spain), 2015
WHAT
A digital workshop for collective mapping, with
knowledge as its main aim, by knowing and
disseminating the characteristics of Uribarri
district from a new and alternative approach,
closer to the needs of people and, in a way, often
not so clear to the official mappings.
WHO
Associations and inhabitants from the Uribarri
district, the Zaramari consulting company, the

support of Bilbao City Council and Bilbao Ekintza,
a regional development organisation for citizen
participation.
AIMS
Generate an added-value resource for the
neighbours, through a service design approach
with a large part of creativity, where participants
can become real actors, and influence both the
action and the result.
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Association of Estonian
Designers Tallinn

_Tallin (Estonia)
Association of Estonian designers wants to
protect the Estonian cultural identity.
One of the crucial factors in preserving a unified
cultural identity has been the Estonian language.
Despite the fact that designers familiarise
themselves with contemporary developments
and styles, a design identity will be influenced
by idiosyncrasies of the cultural heritage and
economy of the country. Ascetic, oriented towards
basic needs and functions, a smart aesthetic,
not focused on luxury – these are some of the
intrinsic qualities of Estonian design. Association
of Estonian designers has explored various
examples of these initiatives.
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Left
/NightYard Estonia | ©Kadri Klementi and Marge Monko
Bottom left
/NightYard Estonia | ©Kadri Klementi and Marge
Monko

Bottom right
/NightYard Estonia | ©Kadri Klementi and Marge Monko

Night_Yard
_Tallinn (Estonia), 2008
WHAT
Urban activism, landscape art installation,
for 3 days during the event “Design Night” in
Town Hall Square, Tallinn, Estonia. It is a sort of
guerrilla actions: it provided simply the joy of a
home yard, where hanging out with friends and
have a rest in the square.

WHO
Citizens and Old Tallinn guests guided by

Estonian Landscape Architects‘ Union and
Estonian Association of Designers, with local
supporters.
AIMS
The Night Courtyard is opened, so people would
remember to go out and touch what is slipping
in their minds, take some pieces home with
them and remember that warm friendships, love
for flowers and red cheeks are often born in
courtyards.
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Tallinn Jazz Festival
_Tallinn (Estonia), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
It is an urban project bringing the music to
unexpected places. There are indoor performances
(lunch concerts, harbour, airport, shopping mall etc),
performances in public transport (tram and train),
in the schools as a break surprises, in the old town
outside and flash mobs in the city.

AIMS
The idea is to bring surprise in the city life and to
have pop-up short performances (up to 30 minutes)
without long preparations.
This makes them like an improvisation, in order
to give good emotions from the audience but
also from the musicians, easy to move in different
locations.

WHO
Local and foreign musicians, by-passers with
Jazzkaar festival and local music schools.
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Left
/well-planned public services create respect towards our
co-owned public space and co-users | ©Rasmus Jurkatam
Bottom left
/Our project improved mobility of people living in the city
| ©Rasmus Jurkatam
Bottom right
/Our project improved mobility of people living in the city
| ©Rasmus Jurkatam

Tallinn Transport
_Tallinn (Estonia), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
A self-initiated project by a group of designers,
to improve Tallinn City public transport service
with tools of design and in order to make the
surrounding cityscape more human-centred.
WHO
Mobility and visually impaired persons,
old people, children, tourists with Estonian
Association of Designers, Estonian Academy
of Arts, Tallinn City Transport Department and

young Estonian designers.
AIMS
The aim of the project is to redesign Tallinn
public transport service and therefore make
public transport a transparent, logic and
complacent means of transportation for the
passenger. The workshop creates a nice reflection
group that provides feedback and further
incentives to continue the work.
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Pro Materia

_Brussels (Belgium)
Since 1999, Pro Materia Association has
developed through more than fifteen years of
experience a recognised international design
expertise, especially in the European Union
‘Culture’ programme, today known as Creative
Europe.
By creating cutting-edge concepts, which are
highly human-driven and collaborative, Pro
Materia is cultivating the art of putting people
together within a framework, rather informal,
freestyle and co-creative with a high sense of
quality and awareness towards artistic contents.
The Human Cities Milan Exhibition presents here
some of the case studies explored by Pro Materia
among the various Belgian initiatives.
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Left
/neighbour day brings people living close, together around
food, drinks and animation
Bottom left
/neighbour day brings people living close, together around
food, drinks and animation
Bottom right
/neighbour day brings people living close, together around
food, drinks and animation

Neighbours’ day
_Brussels (Belgium), 1999/ongoing
WHAT
Take people who live in the same area and bring
them together every year at the end of May. Every
city or social housing organisation is welcome to
take part in Neighbour’s Day by promoting the
event with its inhabitants, by using every mean of
communication at their disposal.

lottery and Federal Urban Policy.
AIMS
This project creates opportunity for informal
interaction through a district party. It is thought
to bring people out from their private space, in
order to know their neighbours in a public and
shared environment.

WHO
An initiative of City’s residents and institutional
partners: City of Brussels, Visit Brussels, National
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The Saint-Gilles Esplanade
_Brussels (Belgium), 2013/ongoing
WHAT
A qualitative and human-driven transformation of
the global urban zone of The Saint-Gilles Esplanade
into a public pedestrian area.
WHO
The municipality of Saint-Gilles, the Brussels
Capital Region, the municipality’s inhabitants
(shopkeepers, owners of cafés and restaurants,
the church) and the Brussels-based landscape
architecture Bureau Bas Smets.

AIMS
The square definition process has been conceived
in a public+private collaboration: all actors
(partners, external experts and inhabitants) were
closely involved, creating a top down project with
bottom up collaboration. The central idea was to
bring the idea of a renewal by re-designing the
urban space with both a visual and a strong human
impact on this so well-known and not yet too much
gentrified area of the Brussels Capital Region.

Left
/the plaza is given back to the pedestrians as a flexible
public space | credits: Bureau Bas Smets
Bottom
/the curve and continuity of the facades are reinforced by
the layout of the strips | credits: Bureau Bas Smets
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Left
/POA welcomes people to see a movie in a sleeping
constructions side during the construction holidays
Bottom
/POA sets up its screen in the fields in the periphery of
Brussels as well in the dense heart of the city.

Plein OPENair festival
_Brussels (Belgium), 1997/ongoing
WHAT
PleinOPENair is an annual free open-air cinema,
from one to four districts in Brussels. It explores
the unknown part of the city and its unexplored
territories. Through a summer screening program
provided in one or more sites, or in the districts.
WHO
It is organised by Cinema Nova and Citymine(d)
with volunteers, local residents (from young
people to seniors) and local authorities.

AIM
The project aims to give back public spaces
and create opportunities for people to meet in
a relaxed atmosphere after work. The festival
would create a stable flow of people, in and out
of unusual and unpopular location, by creating
an “identity” of space.
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FH Joanneum

_Graz (Austria)
Between Bottom-up and Top-down, An Approach
Given the growing privatisation of public space
and the clear lack of consumption for free,
availability of open urban areas for everyone and
at any time, many citizens share a growing desire
to a word about development of their city or
their neighbourhood.
They wish to have more influence without delay,
given that usually the implementation of projects
by municipal planning offices often leads to long
decisional processes.
We are talking here of a strategic appropriation
of public space by individuals or groups.
Such interventions can certainly lead to
long-term plans; but usually it is an initial spark
that creates awareness of the potential for

change and benefits that can take place.
Three of the ‘State of the Art’ projects of Graz,
presented in the first phase of “Human Cities Challenging the City Scale”, have been selected
for an in-depth analysis with regard to their
position between bottom-up and top-down. The
analysis involved interviews with the main actors
of these projects.
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Left
/collective mapping, iconoclasistas, community garden
Niesenberger | Pablo Ares, 2012
Bottom left
/collective mapping, iconoclasistas, community garden
Niesenberger | Pablo Ares, 2012
Bottom right
/collective mapping, iconoclasistas, community garden
Niesenberger | Pablo Ares, 2012

Demo graz ya!
_Graz (Austria), 2014
WHAT
Collective mapping, a fun and creative tool
that facilitates the construction of a collective
story in a given area, a bottom-up project. The
temporary installations were set up at several
places in the centre of Graz. Therefore, the scale
of the initiative was limited to a street or a
neighbourhood.

artist, director of Esc Medien Kunst labor.
AIMS
This project is first and foremost characterised
by its “design methodology“ as a radical
participation model. Excellent communication
design is another main aim to the success of
the collective mapping tool, given that, for each
topic, individual icons have to be developed.

WHO
Local artists guided by Reni Hofmüller, Austrian
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Formation. Voting included.
_Graz (Austria), 2013
WHAT
Participative art project.
A survey on the possibility of interventions
concerning conflicts in public space.
The installations/actions were set up in several
places in the centre of Graz.
People can participate to the general knowledge
of urban society, which can be used in further
interactions, negotiations and communications in
public space.

WHO
Michael Wrentschur (InterACT) as a curator with
Edith Risse, Brigitte Schaberl.
AIMS
InterACT works with interactive theater and
street theater as a tool of participation and
urban development as well as for interventions
in public space. Therefore, the initiative creates
public platforms for discussion and dialogue, for
participation and cultural conflicts.

Left
/Zusammensetzung. Mit Abstimmung. Hauptplatz Graz.
2014. Interact | ©Wolfgang Rappel
Bottom
/Zusammensetzung. Mit Abstimmung. Hauptplatz Graz.
2014. Interact | ©Wolfgang Rappel
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Left
/credits: Jasmin Schuller
Bottom
/credits: Jasmin Schuller

Pilot Project Jakomini Quarter
_Graz (Austria), 2010/ ongoing
WHAT
Development of area through companies in
the creative sector in Jakomini and Klosterwies
streets, an area near to the historic centre of
Graz.
WHO
An initiative the City Management of Graz with
Pia Paierl as coordinator, the Department of
Economy and Tourism of the City of Graz and the
Director of the Creative Industries Styria.

AIMS
The intention of this project was to define the
streets Jakoministraße and Klosterwiesgasse
in order to distinguish them as a significant
service provider area and give them a visible and
positive identity. These changes attract attention
in the district and made people stop and absorb
the new atmosphere created.
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UIRS

_Ljubljana (Reoublic of Slovenia)
The Urban planning Institute of the Republic of
Slovenia (UIRS) is the central Slovenian research
organisation in the field of territorial planning
and related disciplines.
The UIRS performs basic and applicative research
projects at the international, national, regional
and local levels, addressing various issues and
processes of the urban and spatial development
of Slovenia and its wider areas. Research activity
also includes the advancement of methodological and practical solutions for development of
urban areas, and planning of small villages and
countryside.
The Human Cities Milan Exhibition presents
here some of the case studies explored by UIRS
among different Slovenian initiatives.
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Left
/reading tour around Slovenia: Polhov Gradec
| ©Tina Popovič
Bottom
/Ljubljana city Park Zvezda from the reading point of view
| ©Matej Perko

Library under the Treetops / DIVJA MISEL
_Ljubljana, Polhov Gradec, Ribnica, Nova Gorica, Kanal ob Soči, Mala Planina (Slovenia), 2005/ongoing
WHAT
Library under the treetops is the only 100%
natural library in the world with numerous
locations across Slovenia and abroad (language
minority regions in Italy and Austria). It is one
of the most popular national projects in the
area of spreading the reading culture that was
developed from a simple idea of integration of
reading and relaxing.
WHO
The creator of the project is Tina Popovič,
director at NGO Divja Misel. Since May 2015

Divja Misel is also a programme manager of
Vodnikova domačija Šiška, house of reading,
writing and storytelling.
AIMS
With this project our aim is to spread reading
culture in Slovenia. It is an innovative green
project which contributes a different dynamics
to the city rhythm and offers visitors outdoor
reading of free books, comics, magazines and
newspapers in various languages. Combining
reading and pleasure is becoming increasingly
popular.
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Living Courtyards of Maribor /
HIŠA! Društvo za ljudi in prostore
_Maribor (Slovenia), 2010/ongoing

WHAT
The project was born to again give life to the
courtyards of Maribor during the Lent Festival in
order to promote culture and improve socialization
between the inhabitants. This projects takes place
in the old medieval city centre, specifically in the
courtyards of the old houses.

Tjaša Perović and Anja Koleša who collaborate with
the inhabitants of Maribor.
AIMS
The goal of this project is to improve the local’s
sensibility towards cultural self-awareness and
encourage their participation to revive the principal
function of courtyards: the socialisation.

WHO
The team has evolved during years and now actors
are: Katja Beck Kos, Maja Pegan, Jerneja Ferlež,

Left
/Ana Flames - festival of ambient lights | ©Rafael Kurnik
Bottom left
/“ZaŽivi” project: light up the neglected city areas
| ©Boštjan Lah
Bottom right
/”Živa Dvorišča” Maribor project, reading poetry and art
exhibition in the courtyard in the summer
| ©Alexia Tiriakidu
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Left
/children planting flowers in the park | ©Archive ProstoRož
Bottom
/vintage market | ©Archive ProstoRož

Tabor Park / PROSTOROŽ
_Ljubljana (Slovenia), 2004/ongoing
WHAT
ProstoRož focuses on overlooked and neglected
public spaces and seeks suitable solutions in
accordance with the wishes of current and
potential users. The group demonstrates how
minimal means and small interventions are
enough to present the city to inhabitants and
visitors with pleasant spaces for leisure, play or
work in the open air.
WHO
Core team is consists of three architects /

designers/urban planners and a sociologist/
communications expert: Maša Cvetko, Ana Grk,
Alenka Korenjak, Zala Velkavrh.
AIM
The group tries to understand and encourage
the various uses of urban space. They contribute
to the co-creation of public spaces quality that
provide support to activities of individuals
who use them. Such spaces are resilient and
democratic, designed to promote change and
spontaneity.
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Zamek Cieszyn

_Cieszyn (Poland)
The Castle Cieszyn Design Centre, also known
as Zamek Cieszyn is a centre of research and
documentation into material culture and design.
The Zamek is a great promoter of the idea of
“Design for All”, which involves keeping physical,
social and cultural differences in mind. The
centre supports any ideas which can improve the
quality of public space and services.
The Human Cities Milan Exhibition presents here
some of the case studies explored by Zamek
Cieszyn among different Polish initiatives.
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Left
/author: Marta Królik; date: 10.2013; location: Chwarzno
Sokółka bus stop
Bottom left
/author: Marta Królik; date: 10.2013; location: Chwarzno
Sokółka bus stop
Bottom right
/author: Marta Królik; date: 10.2013; location: Chwarzno
Sokółka bus stop

Bus with us
_Cieszyn (Poland), 2012/ongoing
WHAT
With support of the District Council of ChwarznoWiczlino, the project wants to face actual
tendencies and to transform 5 bus stops into
places supporting creative activities. The project
has been developed in the district of Gdynia.

AIMS
Bus with us is aiming to prove that a bus can
both fulfil a transportation function and become
a place of social interaction, by encouraging a
variety of creative activities. It also wants to
push the inhabitants of the district to use public
transport.

WHO
The project is supported by the public transport
authority of Gdynia, the District Council of
Chwarzno-Wiczlino and designers of AD12 studio.
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Garden without borders
_Cieszyn (Poland), 2015/ongoing
WHAT
Garden without borders is a community garden,
made by people for people to create a green, fresh
and edible oasis inside the concrete jungle of the
city. It has been created in a town of 35 thousand
citizens, on the polish side, and another one of 30
thousand on the Czech side of the border.
WHO
The main promoters of the project are local NGO’s
that together agreed on the realisation of

the project. The project puts the emphasis on the
importance of three level of cooperation among
Local government, third sector and citizens.
AIMS
The aim is to create a rest area but also a space for
work and playground for children inside the garden.
Anyone can come and enjoy the space, as well as
help to grow plants or just eat them or take them
home.

All images
/volunteers from Laja Foundation
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Left
/yoga on the grass | ©Association for the improvement of
residential environment “Odblokuj”
Bottom
/a city made of plant puzzles | author: Krzysztof Herman

M3 Unblock it! A platform of spatial and
artistic activities
_Cieszyn (Poland), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
The M3 Unblock it! project consists in
transforming a model of a typical Polish tworooms flat for three people, in the Służew nad
Dolinką housing estate in Warsaw, in different
artistic installations in the area of the Valley.
WHO
Residents of the Służew district, local NGOs and
local authorities guided by Odblokuj (Unblock)
and the Association for the Improvement of the

Living Environment.
AIMS
The aim of the project is the symbolic
transformation of a typical ‘70s flat in a public
space.
The structure of the flat became a place for
various events, exhibitions and meetings related
to culture, architecture, history and nature.
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Association Design
Week Belgrade

_Belgrade (Serbia)
Association Design Week Belgrade (BDW) is the
most important single connection point between
creative industries, business, government,
academic environment and media in South East
Europe.
BDW also acts as producer and partner of
local and international design events such
as exhibitions and workshops, round-tables,
competitions, etc, and in Serbia it is weel-known
for its no-profit nationwide campaigns for the
implementation of a design way of thinking in
everyday life, such as the “100 BDW creative
playgrounds for the children of Serbia” project.
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Belgrade Design Week
_Belgrade (Serbia), 2005/ongoing
WHAT
Festivals offer a unique opportunity to test,
develop and co-create answers to these complex
social challenges of today. The vibrant energy
created by the vast amount of events, audiences
and different range of international participants,
all present during a short period of time,
promotes a rich cross-sectorial ecosystem to
generate innovative ideas and concepts.
Belgrade Design Week (BDW) aims to take
advantage of this unique situation to develop the
HUMAN CITIES proposition.
We are using, on one hand, its unique appeal of
being a cutting edge international knowledge
exchange for professionals and, on the other
hand, we want to invite individuals to basic
collaboration in the project. In this way, we can
take this unique opportunity, provided by the
HUMAN CITIES project, to effectively develop and
test new solutions for actual social challenges,
by involving local communities and stakeholders
in the co-creation processes. Our mission is
defined in the project title: URBANISM 2.0 –
Creating (invisible) super-connected networks
and building a few children playgrounds along
the line.
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Page before and current page
/ ©2014 Belgrade Design Week | All rights reserved
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THINKtent Belgrade Human City
_Belgrade (Serbia), 2005/ongoing
WHAT
THINKtent is a traveling tent that provides an
entire new form of public space in the city for
dialogue, playful and engaging exchange with
the community.
WHO
It is an initiative of Dr Natasha Cica, director
of change-focused initiative kapacity.org, in
collaboration with Belgrade Design Week; it
provides a dialogue-based methodology, and it

has been developed with financial support of
Sidney Myer Creative of Melbourne (2011 Award).
AIMS
In this fast (and fast-changing city) and tinkling
(often noisy) contemporary times, THINKtent
Belgrade Human City allows people to enter a
new form of public space: a stable space where
you can slow down, think and change in your
point of view and ideas.
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Page before and current page
/©2014 Belgrade Design Week | All rights reserved
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Cité du Design
Saint-Etienne

_Saint-Etienne (France)
Leader of the project Human Cities_Challenging
the City Scale, the Cité du design Saint-Etienne
is a platform of research, higher education,
economic development, design and art
promotion, carried out by the City of
Saint-Etienne, Saint-Etienne Metropolis, and the
Rhône-Alpes Region (Ministry of Culture).
The missions of the Cité du Design are built
on higher education of design in the RhôneAlpes Region, development and innovation of
companies by design, design research to benefit
private and public actors, experimentation of
new concepts on the Saint-Etienne territory,
valorisation through exhibitions, editions,
conferences in order to raise the awareness
of design to every audience. The Human Cities
Milan Exhibition presents here some of the
case studies explored by Cité du design among
different French initiatives.
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Left
/Urban street slide workshop, April 3rd 2015
| ©Captain Ludd
Bottom left
/Urban street slide workshop, April 3rd 2015
| ©Captain Ludd

Bottom right
/Urban street slide workshop, April 3rd 2015
| ©Captain Ludd

Urban street slide workshop
_Saint-Etienne (France), 2015
WHAT
A moment of meeting around a do-it-yourself
activity to play in the street. The project took
place in the Crêt de Roch district in order to
gather designers and inhabitants to establish
a global thinking about aesthetic notions,
conception and manufacturing.
WHO
An initiative of “The Captain Ludd“ designers
team, with the inhabitants of the district, the

students of the College of Art and Design
(ESADSE) and the passers-by.
AIMS
This participative workshop aimed to
create a moment of meeting, not only as a
participation matter, but also from the learning
and understanding creative point of view,
with a programming action in favours of the
inhabitants, regularly invited to the exchange on
micro-projects.
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Everybody’s a champion!
_Saint-Etienne (France), 2014/ongoing
WHAT
Building together the future of urban physical
exercise. The initiative takes place at a district level
and has been organised two times in the context of
“Ville en partage”.
WHO
An initiative lead by the city of Saint-Etienne,
promoting cultural and sport activities for the
inhabitants and guided by Cité du design and local
associations.

AIMS
Tous Champions! aims to promote new ways of
physical exercise in the urban area, from classic
sports to more “underground” ones, like bike-polo
and street-golf. Prototype creation and co-building
of temporary infrastructures with participants,
imagination and exploration of new use scenarios
on the topic of urban physical exercise.

Left
/Playing ping pong | ©Charlotte Pierot
Bottom
/Workshop | ©Charlotte Pierot
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Îlot d’Amaranthes
_Saint-Etienne (France), 2003/07
WHAT
Îlot d’Amaranthes is an old unused land, on
which an artist has invested and transformed it
for the local residents of La Guillotière, a district
in Lyon, France. It has become a reference point
in living environment of residents, recognisable
by its structure and typographical orange fence.
WHO
An initiative of the residents of La Guillotière
district and of Lyon, with The Roger Tator

Gallery (a contemporary art, design, digital art,
architecture gallery).
AIMS
Îlot d’Amaranthes enables to diversify uses and
activities of this place: fun, festivities, education,
culture and art. Formerly a wild parking place,
and now it is both a contemplative and vegetable
garden, a space of meeting and exchange.
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Left
/Tous Dehors, Et si la bibliothèque sortait de ses mur?
(2013)
Bottom
/workshop Viaduc Fertile, École d’art et design et des écoles
d’architecture de Saint-Etienne et de La Cambre Bruxelles

La Cartonnerie
_Saint-Etienne (France), 2010/ongoing
WHAT
As an experiment on the public space, La
Cartonnerie is installed in the heart of Jacquard
district and organises devices (shared garden,
creative projects, events, etc.) to encourage
citizens to take action in making and giving their
shape to living environment.
It is a space constantly under construction, that
does not want to paralyse anything and tries to
open at every stage to new perspectives.
WHO

The project is organised by district residents of
Saint-Etienne with local associations.
AIMS
This experiment aims to build an unique identity
of public spaces, based on the resources (human,
cultural, physical, energy) of the city, and it wants
to improve the citizen power to act and introduce
new tools and ways of urban mediation.
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Regard (6)
_Saint-Etienne (France), 2015
WHAT
Collaborative workshops that raise public
awareness in the field of digital creation and crafts.
It took place during the Biennal International
Design 2015 in two districts of Saint-Etienne.
WHO
It is an initiative for the residents of the Colline des
Pères neighbourhood, the public and visitors of the
Biennal, associations with Ateliers Regard, which
consist of seven designers from the art school of

Saint-Étienne (ESADSE).
AIMS
Through the Regard exhibition, they wanted to
tackle the stakes about design process and product
manufacturing. The visitor himself asks for his
aesthetic vision through a functional approach,
ergonomic and purely formal, and produces an
unique object using digital tools and crafts.

Left
/Atelier Regards, March 2015 | source exhibition Regarde
Bottom
/exhibition Regard - Atelier Regards, March 2015 | source
exhibition Regard
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Left
/city of Sevran, France | ©Matthieu RONDEL

The Urban Shepherds
_Saint-Etienne (France), 2012/ongoing
WHAT
An intervention on urban spaces around Paris
(Ile-de-France) and in the north of France
(Roubaix), boosting urban areas by promoting
farmer’s practices (transhumance sheep, hen
houses, food parcels, barn and construction).

AIMS
The project aims to make productive urban
ground and enhance their biodiversity, by
considering organic waste as a resource. It wants
also to show seasons in the heart of the city, and
change our living environment.

WHO
The Les Bergers Urbanise cooperative involves
professionals and non-experts, specialists in urban
agriculture, land inhabitation and social relations.
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Politecnico di Milano

_Milan (Italy)
The mission of the Design Department of the
Politecnico di Milano is to promote innovation,
development and transfer of design culture and
methodologies in the social-economic system.
The research objectives are: to act as a place
of theoretical, critical, scientific, and cultural
debate about the relationship between design
& industry, and design & society; to create a
system of multidisciplinary connections with the
whole range of scientific and technical skills. The
Human Cities Milan Exhibition presents here
some of the case studies explored by the Polimi
DESIS Lab at the Design Department among
the various Italian initiatives. The Polimi DESIS
Lab belongs to DESIS Network, an international
association including more than 40 international
universities dealing with design for social
innovation and sustainability.
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Left
/a view of the “Sassi di Matera” (“Matera boenisch nov 2005”
| photo taken by Bönisch - licence: CC BY-SA 2.0 Wikimedia
Commons)
Bottom left
/indoor space – Casa Netural (Source : http://www.
benetural.com)
Bottom right
/outdoor space – Casa Netural (Source : http://www.
benetural.com)

Casa Netural
_Matera (Italy), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
A project for co-working and co-living, but above
all a “dream incubator” located in the “Sassi di
Matera”.
WHO
The founders are a couple of social innovators,
Andrea Paoletti (architect) and Mariella Stella
(public servant) that decided to create a new
collaborative space by the creation of a team of
10 associates, a wide variety of collaborations

with local institutions and several partnerships.
AIMS
The idea of creating an innovative project in an
ancient area wants to mix old and new forms
of meeting and collaboration: Casa Netural is
situated in a typical “vicinato”, (“neighbourhood”)
as to say a yard, that for its shape and position
has always worked as the first social unit in the
Sassi area.
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DisPlace - Made in Chiaravalle
_Milan (Italy), 2014/ongoing
WHAT
A private empty space in the Chiaravalle suburb
of Milan is transformed in a square for temporary
events: an urban regeneration initiative for a
neighbourhood that reclaims a public space.
WHO
“Borgomondo per Chiaravalle sostenibile”, an urban
regeneration initiative, founded and supported by
three cultural local associations, in collaboration
with professors and students of the School of

Design, Politecnico di Milano.
AIMS
The most striking peculiarity of Chiaravalle is
the absence of a public square, unusual issue for
an Italian village which is, actually, a commuter
town. The goal is to trigger a shared process
able to connect people, and go beyond the inner
community divisions.

Left
/the ongoing events
(2014_Courtesy Andrea Perini)
Bottom
/the temporary square (2014, Courtesy the DisPlace team)
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Left
/Coltivando. The convivial garden at the Politecnico di
Milano
Bottom left
/different groups of users in the district compose the
Coltivando community
Bottom right
/genral view of Coltivando

Coltivando - The convivial garden at
the Politecnico di Milano
_Milan (Italy), 2011/ongoing
WHAT
Coltivando is a place where people meet,
experiment, cultivate crops, and share their skills
and ideas. It uses innovative Service and Spatial
Design knowledge and community consultation
processes.
WHO
Starting from the idea of conviviality, the main
focus in the creation of the community of
Coltivando was to start a process of reunification

between two groups of users in the district that,
for years, had not had any kind of interaction: the
inhabitants, on one side, and the students, staff
and faculty of the Politecnico di Milano among
others.
AIMS
Community gardens provide fresh products
and plants, as well as the need of a satisfying
work, a neighbourhood improvement, a
sense of community and connection with the
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Left
/ The Earth Market and the Ideas Sharing stall in Largo
Marinai di Italia (Source Emily Ballantyne Brodie)
Bottom
/The Earth Market in Largo Marinai di Italia
(Source Emily Ballantyne Brodie)

Milan Earth Market
_Milan (Italy), 2009/ongoing
WHAT
A farmers’ market in the centre of Milan that has
become a new social public space for citizens.
WHO
Organised through a co-funding arrangement
between Slow Food Italy and South Milan
Agricultural Park. The Milan local authority and
the Cariplo Foundation are the key sponsors,
as part of the “Feeding Milan project – Energy
for change”, a research program promoted by
a partnership between academic institutions,

such as Politecnico di Milano - Design Dept.
and University of Gastronomic Sciences, and
Slow Food Italy. The key-players are about 40
producers, including some Slow Food Presidia.
AIMS
The market offers an opportunity to bring the
big city closer to the nearby countryside which is
unknown to a lot of people.
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Farm Cultural Park
_Favara (Italy), 2010/ongoing
WHAT
The heart of a historic Sicilian town - Favara - is
transformed into a permanent contemporary art
exhibition.
WHO
The key-players are the founders Andrea Bartoli
and Florinda Saleva, real heroes of the initiative:
two simple citizens who decided to invest energy
and money in restoring the centre of Favara with
all participant artists and volunteers.

AIMS
The ‘political’ context, in which Farm Cultural
Park took place, was characterised by the absence
of the institutions in taking care of the amazing
but abandoned city centre and a high rate of
unemployment. Today, Farm Cultural Park is a
private cultural institution, an actual project of
social and sustainable development.

Left
/art installations at Farm Cultural Park. (Source: http://www.
farm-culturalpark.com)
Bottom
/art installations at Farm Cultural Park
(Source: http://www.farm-culturalpark.com)
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Left
/KIT_Chen, modular kit for public spaces.
Project by Laura Di Donfrancesco and Isabella Secchi,
selected for an international call
| ©Luca Rotondo
Bottom
/the urban orchard: an unexpected green oasis in the urban
chaos | ©Luca Rotondo

Public Design Festival
_Milan(Italy), 2009/ongoing
WHAT
International research project which, every year
in Milan, presents the most interesting and
innovative projects, designed for public spaces.
WHO
Key players are Esterni group, a Milan-based
group that, since 1995, develops interventions
and cultural and communication projects in
urban public spaces.

AIMS
Anna Spreafico, Esterni project developer,
describes public design as “another way of
living the city; an awareness in designing
new ideas and services for its inhabitants; a
form of resistance against urban and cultural
desertification; a way to discover the socialising
power of the city; an alternative interpretation of
shared places; an utopian act in a public space”.
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Masterclass
this is not a lesson

Introduction
Temporary Urban Solutions

Inspiration
Working on a design challenge

Ideation
I have an opportunity for design

Implementation
I have an innovative solution
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Introduction
TEMPORARY URBAN SOLUTIONS - MILAN
Master Course - School of Design - Politecnico di Milano
A.Y. 2015/2016
Course Leader: Davide Fassi – Tutors: Annalinda De Rosa, Martina Mazzarello

00/FRAMEWORK

02/METHODOLOGY

The public space is becoming a place of social
innovation in which creative communities act
to create new solutions to everyday problems
that the economic system and the society are no
longer able to give. Temporary solutions give a
new perspective to the use of public spaces by
creating real scenarios that could be develop
into long-term solutions after a prototyping and
testing phase.
This Masterclass is about design actions for the
outdoor area of theatre “Atir Ringhiera” theatre known as “La Piana” - in south Milan.

“Temporary Urban Solutions” uses the design
thinking process (IDEO and DSchool) through:

01/MAIN GOALS
The course explored the opportunities to
enhance the sense of belonging to “La Piana”
square, attracting people with new activities
designed with a multidisciplinary team of
students and instructors:
– urban interactive installations by engaging the
neighbourhood to use this area in an active way
– services to support the use of the area and the
installations placed therein
– visual identity and wayfinding
The service design tools, combined with spatial
design, have been able to reinforce the bridge
between “La Piana” area and the neighbourhood
by defining a system of design actions to inspire
a long-term use of it.

- Inspiration: in-the-field and desk research
to understand the context both from social
and spatial point of view. 12 teams made of
4 to 5 people ventured into the surrounding
community by using outreach and surveys tools
and by getting in touch with the more active
associations.
- Ideation: co-designing concepts with the
neighbourhood based on the key-learnings
acquired in the inspiration phase. Each students
team worked with 12 associations / informal
citizens group.
- Implementation: prototyping and testing
solutions in a one day event
03/EXPECTED RESULTS
12 design actions were put on place during
an open Experimentation Lab at “La Piana” on
January 30th, 2016. You may see them in this
exhibition. The actions are about technical
services (DIY infrastructures), processes of formal
identification (installations), social activities
(service design) to be put on stage (storytelling)
even through some performative acts (theatre).
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IMMERSIVE RESEARCH

TOOLS&APPROACH

Direct Research
Inspiration
<I HAVE A DESIGN CHALLENGE>
_Getting deep knowledge of the challenge
FACE-TO-FACE

INTERVIEW
“Creating meaningful
solutions begins with
gaining a deep understanding of people’s
needs. In the Inspiration phase, designers learn
directly from the people they are designing for
as they immerse themselves in their lives and
questionnaires
cards
come to deeply understand their needs and
aspirations.”
understand
collect
the active users
of La Piana

residents expectations
of how to use
La Piana inKIT
future
on DESIGN
- The

* This method is based
understand
the daily
Course
for activities
Human-Centered Design by ACUMEN,
of the residents
ideo.org and NOVOed.

Tools
01/LEARN FROM PEOPLE
There’s no better way to understand the hopes,
desires, and aspirations of those you’re designing
for than by talking with them directly.
02/ IMMERSE YOURSELF IN CONTEXT
There’s no better way to understand the people
you’re designing for than by immersing yourself in
their lives and communities.

recording tools

03/ SEEK ANALAGOUS INSPIRATION
To get a fresh perspective on your research, shift
your focus to a new context.
04/ PERSONAS
A quick and tangible way to test an idea or
experience is to get into character and act it out.

Up
/Immersive Research: face to face interviews. Students:
Bahar Bakir, Catalina Castellanos, Martina Rando, Patricia
Baez, Li Linnie
Right
/In-between analysis: space perception through services
and users. Students: Chayati Kaushik, Maurizio Diraco, Zhang
Yaqi, Zheng Yongchen, Eleonora Bindellini, Ji Hang
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Ideation

actions

<I HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR DESIGN>
_Transforming the knowledge into concepts
MAKE IT FUN

“Now that you get a deep knowledge of the
challenge, it is time to define your design
opportunities and to transform them into
concepts.”

SHOW THE
SERVICES

SURPRISE

ATTRACT

* This method is based on DESIGN KIT - The
Course for Human-Centered Design by ACUMEN,
ideo.org and NOVOed.

Tools
01/GETTING KEY LEARNINGS
In the Inspiration Phase you gathered tons of
information. Here’s how you share it with your
team and put it to use.
02/CREATE “HOW MIGHT WE” QUESTIONS
Every problem is an opportunity for design.
By framing your challenge as a How Might We
question, you’ll set yourself up for an innovative
solution.
03/BRAINSTORM
Energize your team and drum up a staggering
amount of ideas.
04/SELECT YOUR BEST IDEAS
This easy synthesis tool can help you prioritize,
communicate, and strategize with your team.
05/GUT CHECK
You’ve been generating a ton of ideas.
Here’s a chance to look at them critically and
“non
sono
figure out what to pursue,
what toci
evolve,
and
what to discard.

Up left
/Sum-up of the key concept within La Piana areas.
Co-Design
Students: Chayati Kaushik, Maurizio Diraco,
Zhang Yaqi, session
Zheng Yongchen, Eleonora Bindellini, Ji Hang 15th December
Centre right
/Co-design session with a local organization, December
Students: Ilaria Argenziano, Lucia Calliari, Elisabetta
alberi, 2015.
d’estate
fa troppo caldo”
Wolleb, Mengtao Wang, Camila Sanchez, Chen Wenhua

06/CREATE AN EXPERIENCE MAP
An Experience Map allows you to identify and
strategize for key moments in the product,
experience, or service you’re designing.
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Implementation
<I HAVE AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION>
_Developing the concept into projects
“You now have an innovative solution and are
ready to develop the concept into project.
Start from the Experience Map that will help
you to define the spatial and service guidelines
of the project.”
* This method is based on DESIGN KIT - The
Course for Human-Centered Design by ACUMEN,
ideo.org and NOVOed.

Tools
01/INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
It’s time to select the brainstorming ideas that
your team consider as the most interesting
02/SPATIAL INSIGHTS
If you want to prototype an interaction, consider
putting on a skit with your team.
03/PROJECT MIX
Think practically about what needs to be tested
04/PLAYERS PLAY
We know who the players are but we need to
design the way they behave in connection to the
space they are in.
05/LOCATION(S)
Crucial part of the Project Strategy is to
determine where the space/service will be
located.
06/COMPONENTS ABACUS
Disassemble your space/service into different
layers and describe each layer with material/
immaterial features.

Up left
/Play Down: drawing flows and perceptions of people in the
area as a device to give an identity to La Piana. Students:
Chayati Kaushik, Maurizio Diraco, Zhang Yaqi, Zheng
Yongchen, Eleonora Bindellini, Ji Hang
Centre right
/SayHi: a board that encourages people to leave messages
interacting with a wall made of double colors balls .
Students: Yang Sha, Yu Danli, Marta Pazos, Cristina Gonzalez,
Yu Chankming

07/LIVE PROTOTYPE
A Live Prototype is a chance to run your solution
out in the real world.
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Experimentation Lab
this is not an event

Introduction

Co-creation briefings

Milan

La Piana on-the-go

St. Etienne

Crossroads 2015 - Collective HumanCitizens Office of
St.Etienne Experimentations (C.H.O.S.E)

Tallinn

Muhu POP-UP HOTEL, 2015 - EX>IT

Helsinki

Labs for Learners & New Learning Environments

Ljubljana

Neighbourhood Bratovševa ploščad

London

The Maker Mile_Clear Village‘s Experiment
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HUMAN CITIES
CO-CREATION BRIEFINGS

In order to give to the Human Cities partners
a common ground before starting the
experimentations, co-creation briefing sessions
were realised in each city, animated by the same
expert, Alice Holmberg, designer acting in the
field of paradigm changes, innovation, leadership
and strategy.

Based on a common framework, the cocreation briefings aimed to find the issue, scale,
awareness, impact, planning and participatory
process of future experimentations. Organised
with a large or straight group of local
stakeholders around the partners, they consisted
in a 2 days session of brainstorming, exchange
of ideas and knowledge, helped by design tools.
Depending on each context, they gathered
community associations, designers, artists,
residents or local authorities to create a common
language and goal for the experimentations
programme.
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Left
/Prototyping the event: a 3D twister as an urban game to
involve La Piana neighbourhood.
Project by Giuliana Cerceau Marteleto, Sarah Da Silva
Almeida, Nikolet Dishkova, Giorgio Milani, Caroline Ploennes
Bottom
/December 15th 2015: co-design activity with an informal
group of the theatre audience. Held by design students of
the Temporary Urban Solution course, School of Design Politecnico di Milano.

Milan
La Piana on-the-go
The first Experimentation Lab was held on
January 30th, 2016 at La Piana, in the outside
area of the “Atir Ringhiera” theatre, which
involves the Design Department of Politecnico
di Milano in this process, and where 11 design
actions were presented by students and tutors in
a one-day event. The prototyping actions were
connected to an event where not only product/
spaces/services were shown, but also where
relations took place helped by the use of tool
kits. This kind of fast, small design experiments
allowed to reach quick conclusions and continue
to provide more stable and organised solutions
in the next future. Each team designed a set for
the actions and a way to interact with visitors by
explaining what the action is about and by let
them interacting with it. From reuse of industrial
remains to urban games, from environmental
infrastructures to art performances, the 11
design actions showed a possible use of La
Piana, by figuring out new scenarios for future
employments of that space. During the whole
phase, continuous activity on the social networks
- video performances and reportage - were taken
and they are now displayed in this exhibition.
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Left
/“Nothing happens here”. Project by
Chayati Kaushik, Eleonora Bindellini, Maurizio Diraco, Zhang
Yaqi, Zheng Yongchen, Ji Hang
Bottom
/January 30th 2016: experimentation lab at La Piana, set-up
of new points of view. Project by Ilaria Argenziano, Lucia
Calliari, Elisabetta Wolleb, Mengtao Wang, Camila Sanchez,
Chen Wenhua

The ATIR Ringhiera theatre and La Piana
Since “Atir” acting company began to manage the
theatre in 2007, a strong dialogue started with
the neighbourhood, the local associations and
the administration, in order to activate and to
open up the public space of the theatre to the
city. There are hidden spaces, not because hidden
from the public, but because they are related to
historical memory and now they are no longer
considered contemporary places: this is the case
of the Boifava district, located on the edge of the
attractive area of Navigli - a densely populated
urban area - and Parco Agricolo Sud - a protected
rural area in the south of Milan. How to make La
Piana the point of connection between these two

typical Milan peculiarities? How to “put on stage”
the citizen stories related to La Piana?
Since 2014, the theatre - thanks to its Social
Program - organised the Street Art Festival
www.atirteatroringhiera.it, and asks to
international artist to re-design the square
through temporary works of art, performances
and installations. The artistic process involves
citizens and the local community in a sort of
“composition game”, starting from collecting
inhabitant needs and desires until coconstruction phases, with the collaboration of
institutions and administration.
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Left
/Crossroads2015/ HumanCities_Challenging the City Scale
2014-2018 during the Biennale Internationale Design
Saint-Etienne. Workshop “Immersion” | Photo ©etienneb
Centre
Conference with Charles Landry | ©etienneb
Bottom
/Cocreation briefing Saint-Etienne 1-9th July 2015/
HumanCities_Challenging the City Scale 2014-2018
| ©citedudesign

Saint-Etienne
Crossroads 2015
Collective HumanCitizens Office of
St.Etienne Experimentations (C.H.O.S.E)
Saint-Etienne Cité du design is the leader of the
project Human Cities_Challenging the City Scale,
which was officially launched in March 2015 at
the Biennale Internationale Design Saint-Etienne
2015. “Crossroads 2015” was the event dedicated
to Human Cities, with a creative workshop on the
revitalisation of vacant shops and surroundings.
It mixed Human Cities partners, UNESCO Design
Cities designers, European Living Labs, and local
creative people and institutions. The results:
sensitive mapping, prototyping of urban furniture
and sports facilities, new use scenarios and
sharing of good practices.
After the co-creation briefing in July 2015, we
decided to launch the Collective HumanCitizens
Office of St. Etienne Experimentations (C.H.O.S.E)
to associate and promote the community of
local creators and associations acting on urban
transformation. In 2016-2017, experiment labs
will invest vacant commercial spaces, reveal
the mutability of urban spaces, tell the city
and its texture, and document these processes.
Prototypes of the labs will be tested during
the Human cities exhibition at the Biennale
Internationale Design Saint-Etienne 2017.
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Left
/Students and mentors (Alice Holmberg, Ilona Gurjanova)
solving important problems on construction site at Muhu |
©Mari-Liis Heinsaar
Centre
/RÕUK shelters were meant for 2 people made of recycled
felt | ©Mari-Liis Heinsaar
Bottom
/Concept of EX>IT, asylum for peace and mind restoration
includes visual, audio, scenese effects which help stressed
people back on track | ©Photo stock

Tallin
Estonian Association of Designers demonstrates
how it is possible to apply creativity and design
more efficiently while creating a better physical
and social environment by involving users and
community. The first experimentation takes us to
the Jazz Festival Juujääb, on Muhu Island to solve
the housing problem.

Muhu POP-UP HOTEL, 2015
14 students and volunteer participants built 4
different models of temporary accommodation
for festival guests out of industrial remains.
The aim was to establish innovative ways of
accommodating large number of people in a
no-intrusive and sustainable way. The project
was shown also during Tallinn design festival
2015. Repetition with adaptation took us to a
new concept.

EX<IT
The Association of Estonian designers in
Tallinn is now working for the following
Experimentation Lab: EX<IT, Mind restoration
pod, a small architectural masterpiece with
ergonomic and eco-friendly solutions, thought
for people in a busy world who want to find a
resting area.
The project is now at a concept stage. Come and
test it at the Tallinn Design Festival in September
2016!
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Left
/School as a Service concept & cycling routes by Joshua
Page & Sophia Holl, based on the image by Shiyang Shao
and Huan Wang
Centre
/Labs for Learners by Joshua Page
Bottom
/Labs for Learners by Joshua Page

Helsinki
Labs for Learners & New Learning Environments
Labs for Learners & New Learning Environments
are two research and teaching projects based
on the concept of School as a Service (SaaS).
They are developed through a summer workshop
and two studio courses at the Department of
Architecture at Aalto University School of Arts,
Design and Architecture in Finland (workshop in
collaboration with the Royal College of Arts in
London) and Tongji University College of Design
and Innovation in China.
SaaS is using available shared resources within
the community. Aspects of social learning are
dominant, for a flexible and scalable school.
The focus in the school is a shift in orientation
from teaching to learning. Innovative learning
environments are developed together with
teachers, students and other users. Costeffective, sustainable and flexible solutions to
support learning and joy. Can we see School
as a Service oriented solution rather than a
building? How can the physical, virtual and
flexible environments best support learning?
Can we increase well-being in schools by finding
new teaching and learning methods, learning
environments and holistically developed school
to support learning?
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Left
/Labs for Learners by Joshua Page
Bottom left
/Labs for Learners by Joshua Page
Bottom right
/Labs for Learners by Iulia-Elena Radion

Who we are
Students
He Binghua, Paul Claussen, Bi Erlun, Laura Euro,
Chen Fan, Andrea Fischer, Ayako Fujiwara, Sophia
Holl, Zsuzsanna Horváth, Lu Jie, Fabio Latino,
Qian Li, Xu Meng, Joshua Page, Fernando Polanco,
Zhu Qinyue, Iulia-Elena Radion, JooHyun Ryu,
Shiyang Shao, Huang Shengyu, Natalia Vladykina,
Huan Wang, Tang Wanting, Huang Xin, Wu Yiting,
Ma Yuhong.

Partners
Tongji University College of Design & Innovation
(China); City of Shanghai (China); Group X,
Department of Architecture, Aalto University
School of Arts, Design and Architecture (Finland);
City of Espoo (Finland); Royal College of Arts
in London (United Kingdom); Human Cities,
EU program co-funded by the Creative Europe
Programme of the European Union.

Teachers
Lou Yongqi, Jarmo Suominen, Kristiina Erkkilä,
Antti Ahlava, Fernando Nieto, Dan Phillips, Jaana
Tarma.
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Left
/ A partly green paved platform (local square) between the
highest blocks of flats, with parking beneath. The central focal
point of Bratovševa plošČad experiment, jointly run by Urban
planning Institute of the Republic of Slovenia and the local
initiative Skupaj na plošČad! within Human Cities project |
©Nina GoršiČ, 2015
Centre
/Local initiative Skupaj na plošČad! setting up the participatory
installation Kaj si želiš na Bratovševi plošČadi (What are your
aspirations for Bratovševa plošČad) | ©Nina GoršiČ, 2015
Bottom
/Challenging the possible futures of the neighbourhood to
enhance its potential and to design better public open spaces |
©Blaž Jamšek, 2015

Ljubljana
Neighbourhood Bratovševa ploščad
Encouraging active participation in
neighbourhood regeneration at Bratovševa
ploščad in Ljubljana
Bratovševa ploščad is a large neighbourhood
in Ljubljana constructed in late 1970’s. It was
an example of late modernistic neighbourhood
reintroducing the idea of street space. The
idea was never implemented completely
and rather than a lively street, the central
open space remained a large paved platform
with an undefined function. The Human
Cities experimentation challenges the local
inhabitants to express their own ideas for
platform‘s future. One of the main objectives
is to reveal inhabitants‘ willingness and skills
to actively contribute to spatial and functional
improvements. By initiating various activities
they are invited to rediscover the potential of
this central open space of their neighbourhood.
The experiments are organised jointly by Urban
Planning Institute of the Republic of Slovenia
(Matej Nikšič, Nina Goršič, Biba Tominc and Lucile
Fauviaux) and local initiative Skupaj na ploščad!
(Damjana Zaviršek, Marko Klemen) in cooperation
with Posavje District office of the City of
Ljubljana (Amir Crnojević) and other active local
actors.
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Left
/ The Maker Mile is one square mile of open workshops, artist
and design studios, fabricators, galleries, shops and businesses,
based in the area around Mare Street, just northeast of the City
of London | ©Machines Room
Centre
/“Open Mile”, part of the London Design Festival, opened up the
different organisations of the Maker Mile to the wider public.
Participants printed their own t-shirts at East London Print
Makers, one of the Maker Mile collaborators | ©Machines Room
Bottom
/Participants of “Open Mile” investigate the learning kits made
by Technology Will Save Us, one of the organisations that are
based in the Maker Mile area | ©Machines Room

London
The Maker Mile
Clear Village‘s Experiment
Clear Village’s experiment “The Maker Mile”
comprises an area of about a square mile just
northeast of the City of London. The area has a
mix of old and new maker-industries, including
printmakers, digital fabrication labs, art studios,
and many more.
The Maker Mile experiment tries to bring these
industries together under one strong brand
name that puts the area on the economic map
of London. The goal is not only to stimulate
interaction and collaboration between the
different maker organisation based in the area,
but also to make an economic case for the
industries in the context of the rising threat of
gentrification in the area. The experiment was
kicked off during the Recode the City Festival,
organised by Clear Village and Machines Room,
and curated by Thomas Ermacora. Since the kick
off, various events have taken place organised by
different organisations in the network.
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Follow us

On the web:

humancities.eu

GooglePlay

AppStore

Download the app:

